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Trust management has been emerging as an essential complementary part to security mechanisms of P2P systems, and
trustworthiness is one of the most important concepts driving decision making and establishing reliable relationships. Collusion
attack is a main challenge to distributed P2P trust model. Large scaled P2P systems have typical features, such as large scaled
data with rapid speed, and this paper presented an iterative and dynamic trust computation model named IDTrust (Iterative and
Dynamic Trust model) according to these properties. First of all, a three-layered distributed trust communication architecture
was presented in IDTrust so as to separate evidence collector and trust decision from P2P service. Then an iterative and dynamic
trust computation method was presented to improve efficiency, where only latest evidences were enrolled during one iterative
computation.On the basis of these, direct trustmodel, indirect trustmodel, and global trustmodel were presentedwith both explicit
and implicit evidences. We consider multifactors in IDTrust model according to different malicious behaviors, such as similarity,
successful transaction rate, and time decay factors. Simulations and analysis proved the rightness and efficiency of IDTrust against
attacks with quick respond and sensitiveness during trust decision.

1. Introduction

Large scaled P2P network is developed rapidly in recent
years because of its openness, anonymity, and being self-orga-
nized. P2P networking traffics always occupy Internet and
P2P architecture is an important part of future Internet [1].
Various P2P applications, such as Mobile P2P, P2P lending
(e.g., Zopa.com), and P2P e-commerce (e.g., eBay), have been
welcomed by people and demonstrate high-capacity, variety,
and rapid response [2–4].

Trust management has been emerging as an essential
complementary part to security mechanisms of P2P systems,
and trustworthiness is one of the most important concepts
driving decision making and establishing reliable relation-
ships. A well-defined trust model can provide meaningful
decision support and help customers reduce possible risks
during an Internet transaction. Like trust and reputation in
social networks, trust evaluation in P2P systems is based on
transaction histories.

Threat and attack always exist in P2P networks. Some
common attacks against trust management remain in P2P
network, such as Sybil Attack, Newcomer Attack, Betrayal
Attack, Inconsistency Attack, Bad-Mouthing/Ballot Stuffing
Attack, and Collusion Attack [5–8]. According to the behav-
ioral characteristics of malicious nodes, they can be divided
into individual and collusion malicious. These malicious
behaviors destroy users’ trust in P2P systems. Individual
malicious nodes tend to act alone and make fault evaluation
to any other nodes, while collusion malicious nodes act as a
team causing more serious consequence.

In large scaled P2P networks, how to quickly calculate the
mass trust evidences is a challenge to the efficiency of trust
computing, and how to defend against collusion malicious
behaviors is also a big challenge hindering the effectiveness of
trust management.Themain objective of this paper is to pro-
pose an iterative and dynamic trust computingmodel, named
IDTrust for short, to effectively evaluate nodes trust degree
against both individual and collusive malicious behaviors in
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large scaled P2P systems. First of all, explicit and implicit
evidences are defined in IDTrust and then direct trust,
indirect trust, global trust, and decision trust are modeled in
mathematical expressions based on evidences.This paper has
the following innovative features.

(1) How to obtain large number of trust evidences and
make metric decision iteratively and dynamically is
the key in trust computing within an environment
of large scale P2P Internet. As a result, we propose
a kind of computing architecture with hierarchical
distribution trust, which layers these three parts inde-
pendently: evidence collection, trust computing, and
P2P communication, leading to a three-layered P2P
topology and enhancing the distribution computing
of P2P commercial communication.

(2) Traditionally, each trust computing involves all the
trust evidence, which contradicts the characteristic
of P2P rapid and large scaled data. Therefore, in this
paper, we propose an iterative and dynamic trust
computing model. Within this model, trust comput-
ing is iterative and only requires the newest trust evi-
dence. The performance of trust computing is better.

(3) This paper models and measures the trust evidence
from two aspects, explicit feedback and implicit feed-
back of customer, to ensure maximum accuracy and
integrity. We design direct trust, indirect trust, global
trust, and decision trust in IDTrust against individual
malicious and collusion node behaviors, tomake trust
management more effective.

In the remainder of the paper, we introduce some related
works in the next section. Section 3 describes the trust com-
putation architecture (named IDTrust-Arch) which provides
iterative and dynamic trust computation in P2P network for
IDTrust. Trust evidence modeling in IDTrust is proposed
in Section 4, and trust measurement of IDTrust is listed in
Section 5. The simulations and analysis follow in Section 6,
with conclusions afterwards in the last section.

2. Related Work

Researchers have done lots of work around trust computing
in decades. Most of these achievements are about trust issues
in P2P network, distributed ad hoc, sensor network, Internet,
and so forth. Trust computing includes three modules,
namely, trust evidence acquisition, trust evaluation, and trust
inference. We conclude current related work into four kinds
in this section.

(1) Trust Computing Based on Local Transaction Evidences.
Direct trust or local trust expresses to what extent a trustor
believes a trustee based on the trustor’s own local transaction
history with the trustee. Buchegger and Le Boudec proposed
CONFIDANT protocol based on local information [9],
and the model processes secondhand information directly
through friends in P2P network or ad hoc network. This
method could defend against single malicious behaviors but
could not avoid betrayal and collusion. Damiani et al. present

local trust model named XRep [10]; they believe that nodes
from same IP cluster are collusion group in P2P network.
XRep has good convergence to recognize collusion behaviors,
but it has limitation and some honest nodes may also be
included in the collusion IP cluster. Jia et al. [11] optimize
direct trust by power law and design forgetting factor based
on time. Their model makes trust decision through a process
of asking the neighbors’ feedback of the target node. This
model is effective but not versatile because it assumes that the
nodes must have trusted neighbors. Direct trust has certain
cognitive abilities on single malicious node, but it has limita-
tions on node collusion and malicious tampering evidence.

(2) Trust Computing Based on Global Historical Information.
Global trust is computed fromother nodes recommendations
to measure how trustworthy the target node is. To compute
global trust, a trustor needs to aggregate all the trustee’s trust
evidences.

There are two major ways to calculate global trust. The
first way is based on central server calculation, such as eBay
which requires the peer nodes to deal with each other on the
central platform. The other way is fully distributed, such as
EigenTrust [12]which is proposed byKamvar et al. EigenTrust
reputation system can infer a unique global trust in a very
distributed way by history. Such a global model does not
need an administration center and difficultly guarantees a
fast and secure convergencewhen computing the global trust.
Nevertheless, it inspires our works. Dou et al. [13] improved
the EigenTrust system in computing convergence and model
security. However, there remains an efficiency problem and
its security mechanism is only from punishment and cer-
tification. Xiong and Liu [14] proposed a PeerTrust model
with three basic trust parameters and two adaptive factors
and then defined a general trust metric to combine them
efficiently. Jøsang et al. [15] proposed a trust inferencemethod
for simplifying a complex network to express it in a series of
parallel networks. This solution may lead to the loss of trust
information. They proposed an edge splitting method in the
further works [16] to address this problem. Nevertheless, this
method is valid only on a simple trust network and invalid on
complex trust networks. Wang and Nakao propose Poisoned
Water [17] and Shaikh et al. proposeGTMS [18]; theymeasure
trust based on global group to improve the convergence rate
of the trust calculation and global trust accuracy. Song et al.
propose global trust based on fuzzy logic inference rules [19].
This method has higher detection rate of malicious nodes,
but it can only avoid simple malicious behaviors and cannot
defend against various attacks on trust mechanism. Gan et al.
[20] present a new method for trust recommendation. This
method uses confidence factor to comprehend direct and rec-
ommendation trust and establishes reward and punishment
model to encourage fair global recommendation.

(3) Trust Computing Based on Global and Historical Informa-
tion Correlation. Correlation trust is based on global trust
with similarity or correlation factors. Li et al. [21] propose
a global trust SWRTrust with cosine similarity, which can
identify collaborative cheating malicious behaviors. Das and
Islam [22] propose an excellent dynamic trust computation
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model SecuredTrust to cope with the strategically altering
behavior of malicious agents and to distribute workload as
evenly as possible among service providers. Qiao et al. [23]
propose a novel network group behavioral model based on
trust by exploring behavior similarity, aiming at perception
and response of malicious network incidents. The proposed
model establishes trust relationship between nodes using
large scaled network topology and uses relevant trust concept
to increase trust value between weak correlations. Other
models like [24, 25] also propose global trust with correlation
computation to improve trust decision performance based on
large scaled transaction histories.

(4) Trust Computing Based on Inference Network with Multi-
factors. Another kind of trust computing model is based on
inference network with probability or multidimensional fac-
tors. Kuter and Golbeck [26] propose a trust inference model
SUNNY based on trust network by evaluating trust and con-
fidence with inference probability. It has good effectiveness
to discover trust recommender paths. Vu and Aberer [27]
use trust model to monitor dishonest behaviors via filtering
unfair ratings in trust network.Wang and Singh [28] propose
trust model based on evidences conflict probability. And Can
and Bhargava [29] propose a distributed trust computing
algorithm SORT, where nodes create their own trust network
according to local trust information and infer the trust-
worthiness of target nodes according to history interaction
and recommendation information. Liu et al. [30] infer trust
relationships by small world theory and apply the proposed
model in service network. Tan et al. [31] propose a novel trust
inference model based on probabilistic model and balance
theory for P2P network, and the proposed algorithm could
discover more valuable trust evidences paths for inferring the
target’s trust. They applied the proposed model in [32] and
get a relatively effective inference performance. Gradually,
researchers begin to infer trust degree withmultidimensional
evidence factors. Wang and Wu [33] proposed a multidi-
mensional evidence-based trust management system with
multitrusted paths (MeTrust for short) to conduct trust com-
putation on any arbitrarily complex trusted graph. The trust
computation inMeTrust has three tiers, namely, the node tier,
the path tier, and the graph tier. It is an excellent trust model.
However, it does not provide distributed storage structure
for P2P system. Jiang and Li presented a novel reputation-
based trust mechanism for P2P e-commerce systems [34].
In this mechanism, one peer has two kinds of reputations,
local reputations and global reputations. To compute the
local and global reputations precisely and to obtain stronger
resistibility to attacks as well, they use many comprehensive
factors in computing trust value in the mechanism. Basically,
this model is a comprehensive mechanism. However, its time
factor is only linear and there is no clear method to resist
team malicious behaviors. Tan et al. [35] presented a global
trust model with correlation factor based on communication
history and improved the time factor with exponential
equation. It shows a rational history vector and presents three
trust models with multidimensional trust factors.

Inspired by the above four kinds of trust computing
model, in this paper, the proposed IDTrust has direct trust,

indirect trust, global trust, and decision trust. Meanwhile,
the IDTrust aims to solve trust issues in large scaled P2P
which have dynamic and rapid evidence and to improve trust
computing efficiency in iterative and dynamic computation
based on evidences with multifactors. Some definitions and
parameters have been discussed in our former work [24, 31,
32, 35], and IDTrust integrates methods and improves com-
putation architecture.

3. IDTrust-Arch

Trust measurement must be based on transaction or com-
munication histories. Large scaled P2P systems have high
frequency in generating data, strong dynamics in transactions
and large scaled in transaction histories. As a result, trust
evidences also have such same characteristics as high gener-
ating speed and large scaled histories. How to compute these
dynamic and large scaled trust evidences efficiently becomes
a challenge to trust model.

In IDTrust, we firstly design a distributed iterative com-
puting architecture named IDTrust-Arch as shown in
Figure 1(a), including evidence collector (EC) and trust deci-
sion (TD) which are designed extendedly based on P2P sys-
tem architecture. In IDTrust-Arch, EC collects historic trans-
actions from P2P system and feeds back evidence vector
to TD, while TD computes the trustworthiness of objective
nodes according to evidence vector and feeds back trust
degree to P2P system according to request instructions. Rela-
tions of EC, TD, and original P2P service in IDTrust-Arch
have the following features.

(1) Independent and Extended Functions. Within large scaled
P2P system, distributed trust computingmay causehuge com-
munication traffic likely influencing the original P2P service
quality. We mentioned this situation and it is under con-
sideration in IDTrust-Arch. Different from traditional P2P
trust model which treats trust computation as an inner-
binding service, the proposed IDTrust-Arch is independent
from P2P service. Firstly, EC, TD, and P2P service have
separate communication ports, and EC and TD do not
occupy P2P information channel. For any peer node, EC and
TD are external extended functions but not internal binding
service. Secondly, at any time, EC, TD, and P2P service can be
deployed in different physicalmachines or different processes
separately.

(2) Distributed but Topology Consistency. As a result of the
independent functional design, each node 𝑖 in P2P system can
be extended into three nodes as node(𝑖), EC(𝑖), and TD(𝑖). EC
(and also TD) in all peer nodes can constitute a P2P network
independently, using same look-up routing algorithm as the
original P2P system. Figure 1(d) shows the topology relations
between EC, TD, and the original P2P system. As the figure
shows, the three will have the same topologies and commu-
nicate with each other.

(3) Iterative Computing. IDTrust-Arch designs an iterative
computing model for large scaled evidences in TD and EC,
which only computes latest evidence vector each time based
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Figure 1: IDTrust-Arch.

on former result. Figure 1(b) shows the iterative trust comput-
ing processes. We can see that each computation is using the
result of last computing.This kind of newmethod can greatly
improve the trust computing efficiency and contains all the
information of evidence by calculation of iterative accumu-
lation, comparing it to the traditional one, which involves
all the evidence every time. When large numbers of nodes

in P2P network are online dynamically, for example, some-
times online, sometimes offline, traditional computingmodel
results in difference of trust evaluation due to the inconsis-
tence of set of historic evidences (e.g., there are 100 evidences
of activity last time but may be only 30 next time). The itera-
tive model in IDTrust-Arch can make use of evidences more
efficiently by keeping evaluation consistency all the time.This
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Table 1: Example: cumulative evaluation value of 𝜑
𝑛
(1, 2).

Iteration number 𝜑
𝑡now (1, 2) Time stamp 𝛼 𝜑

𝑛
(1, 2)

Initial Ratings from N1 to N2 𝑇1 = 10 1 0
1 0.95 𝑇2 = 20 1 0.95
2 0.9 𝑇3 = 30 0.75 0.9125
3 0.7 𝑇4 = 80 0.918367347 0.717346939
4 0.8 𝑇5 = 100 0.395061728 0.75

kind of trust computation of IDTrust-Arch can adapt to high
speed and large scaled P2P evidences flexibly. The following
equation is the formalized formula of updating function:

𝑓𝑒
𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞) = update (𝑓𝑒

𝑛−1
(𝑝, 𝑞) , 𝑔

𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞)) ,

𝑔
𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞) = update (𝑔

𝑛−1
(𝑝, 𝑞) , evidence (𝑝, 𝑞)) .

(1)

Here, we assume that node 𝑝 (called trustor) needs to calcu-
late the trust degree of node 𝑞 (trustee). And𝑓𝑒

𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞)denotes

the 𝑛th trust decision computing in node 𝑝 while 𝑔
𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞)

denotes the 𝑛th evidence modeling. Appropriate initialized
data will be set for the very first iterative computing. The fol-
lowing IDTrustmodeling is based on IDTrust-Arch and (1). It
has been noted that (1) is only a formalized iterative computa-
tion method to guide modeling in IDTrust, and actual model
symbols and parameters depend on model’s requisitions.

4. Trust Evidence Modeling for IDTrust

Trust evidences in IDTrust come from EC, including explicit
feedback evidence and implicit feedback evidence.The expli-
cit feedback evidence is from customer nodes active evalu-
ation, while implicit feedback evidence should be excavated
from transactions. We formalize trust evidence vector in
IDTrust as Evidence(𝑝, 𝑞) to represent evidences that node
𝑝 has upon node 𝑞. That is modeled by

Evidence (𝑝, 𝑞) = ⟨⟨𝜑⟩ , ⟨𝜆, ], 𝜌, sim⟩⟩ . (2)

Explicit evidence vector in IDTrust is mainly consisting of
user ratings 𝜑, and of course it could be further expanded
to multidimensional evidence vector in specific P2P sys-
tems. Implicit evidence vector in IDTrust mainly consists
of transaction success rate 𝜆, transaction value ] (based on
transaction price), trust decay factor 𝜌, and nodes similarity
sim. The following will model both explicit evidence vector
⟨𝜑⟩ and implicit evidence vector ⟨𝜆, ], 𝜌, sim⟩ in iterative style
according to (1).

4.1. Explicit Evidence. Usually explicit evidence is fed back by
user ratings or satisfactions. In practice, the quantitative or
qualitative feedback can be by scores (5 points or 100 points)
or by satisfaction (satisfied, mostly satisfied, not satisfied,
etc.). In this paper, we use user evaluation by range [0, 1] to
unify users’ ratings or satisfactions.

Definition 1. User evaluation is denoted by 𝜑
𝑡

(𝑝, 𝑞) ∈ [0, 1]

and represents that user 𝑝 evaluated user 𝑞with a [0, 1] rating

t1

1 − 𝛼 𝛼

tn−1 tn

S(Δ) = 1

Δt = (tn−1 − t1)
Δt = (tn − t1)

Figure 2: Dynamic factor of current evaluation.

after transaction with 𝑞 at the time 𝑡. 𝜑𝑡(𝑝, 𝑞) = 0 represents
that node 𝑝 is fully unsatisfied with node 𝑞’s service, while
𝜑
𝑡

(𝑝, 𝑞) = 1 represents being completely satisfied. Let
𝜑
𝑡now (𝑝, 𝑞) mean the latest user evaluation at the time 𝑡now,

while 𝑡 = 𝑡
1
means the very beginning evaluation time.

Definition 2. Using 𝜑
𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞) to denote the current cumulative

evaluation value by node 𝑝 upon node 𝑞, based on the eval-
uation of last time according to iterative model, assume
𝜑
0
(𝑝, 𝑞) = 0; that is,

𝜑
𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞) = 𝛼 ⋅ 𝜑

𝑡now (𝑝, 𝑞) + (1 − 𝛼) ⋅ 𝜑
𝑛−1

(𝑝, 𝑞) , (3)

where theweight𝛼 is the dynamic factor of current evaluation
𝜑
𝑡now (𝑝, 𝑞). In IDTrust, 𝛼 will be dynamically changed by the

distance between 𝑡
𝑛−1

and 𝑡
𝑛
, and larger distance will bring

bigger 𝛼, as shown in Figure 2. In other words, the current
evaluation 𝜑𝑡now (𝑝, 𝑞)will be more important if user 𝑝 did not
transact with 𝑞 after a longer time.

In Figure 2, we calculate 𝛼 by the method of right triangle
where area is 1 (unit area) and the base is global time
difference (from 𝑡

1
to 𝑡now) of interaction between 𝑝 and 𝑞.

Therefore, assume 𝛼 = 1 at the very beginning (𝑡 = 𝑡
1
); the

weight 𝛼 of current evaluation is the area of the triangle from
time 𝑡

𝑛−1
to 𝑡
𝑛
. That is,

𝛼 =

{{

{{

{

1 − (
𝑡
𝑛−1

− 𝑡
1

𝑡
𝑛
− 𝑡
1

)

2

, if 𝑡
𝑛
> 𝑡
1

1, if 𝑡
𝑛
= 𝑡
1
.

(4)

For example, assume there are four transactions that hap-
pened between node 𝑁1 and node 𝑁2, just as shown in
Table 1. Then the cumulative evaluation value would be com-
puted according to (3) based on evaluations from𝑁1 to𝑁2,
while 𝛼 changed based on transaction time stamps. After four
iterations, the value of 𝜑

𝑛
(1, 2) is 0.75. This value is less than

the average of transaction rations from𝑁1 to𝑁2 because of
the dynamic changes of 𝛼.
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4.2. Implicit Evidences

4.2.1. Successful Rate. Successful transaction is a positive
stimulus for nodes, while failure of transaction (or other sit-
uations such as complaint) would result in a negative growth
to nodes trust.

Definition 3. 𝜆
𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞) denotes the percentage of cumulative

successful transaction of node 𝑝 to node 𝑞. Assume 𝜆
0
(𝑝, 𝑞) =

0. That is,

𝜆
𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞) =

(𝑛 − 1) 𝜆
𝑛−1

(𝑝, 𝑞) + 𝜆
𝑡now (𝑝, 𝑞)

𝑛
, (5)

where 𝜆
𝑡now (𝑝, 𝑞) = {0, if successful; 1, if failed} represents

whether the current 𝑛th transaction is successful or not.

4.2.2. Transaction Value. Transaction amount (in real or
virtual currency) is typical implicit trust evidence. People
usually think that the service provider with larger transaction
amount is more valuable to trust in intuition. However, peo-
ple are also worried about the malicious or dishonest block
trade which may be only baits for honest users. Thus, we
model the transaction amount as transaction value which is
based on both transaction amount and successful rate.

Definition 4. Use ]𝑡now (𝑝, 𝑞) = 𝜔
𝑡now (𝑝, 𝑞) ⋅ 𝜆

𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞) to denote

the current transaction value of the current user transaction
amount 𝜔𝑡now (𝑝, 𝑞).

For instance, if the current transaction amount𝜔𝑡now (𝑝, 𝑞)
is 100 but the current successful rate 𝜆

𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞) is only 0.25, then

we take the current transaction value to be only 100 ∗ 0.25 =

25. This engagement can stimulate honest users to improve
their transaction successful rate 𝜆 and also suppress the mali-
cious behaviors which strategically raise the trustworthiness
by transaction amounts meanwhile.

Definition 5. Using ]
𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞) = ]𝑡now (𝑝, 𝑞) + ]

𝑛−1
(𝑝, 𝑞),

to denote cumulative transaction value of the transaction
amount, assume ]

0
(𝑝, 𝑞) = 0.

4.2.3. Time Decay Factor for Trustworthiness. In the process
of trust evaluation, the more recent the trust evidence is, the
more important it is. If a user node takes a long time without
transacting with other nodes, its trust will be degraded
gradually. We apply exponential function to design the decay
factor of direct trustworthiness of nodes, which will be used
in direct trust in IDTrust. That is,

𝜌 = 𝑒
−𝜅Δ𝑡

. (6)

Here, 𝑘 (𝑘 > 0) is the decay speed, and Δ𝑡 = 𝑡
𝑛
− 𝑡
𝑛−1

denotes the time difference for a certain user node. Figure 3 is
the illustration of decay curves of four different decay speeds.
Apparently, the lager 𝑘 is, the faster the decay would be.

4.2.4. Similarity of User Evaluations. Similarity is one kind
of important implicit evidence which indicates the extent to
which two nodes are alike, especially when there is no direct

Time decay curve
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Figure 3: Time decay curves.

transaction between two strange nodes. In order to measure
the similarity between user nodes 𝑝 and 𝑞, we choose the
third set of nodes that have interaction with both of them to
be a computing object. For example, node 𝐴 did not know
𝐵, but both share common friends {𝐶,𝐷}, and then 𝐴 can
judge similar correlation with 𝐵 via its friends {𝐶,𝐷}. If the
communication history among 𝐴 ∼ {𝐶,𝐷} is similar to the
history among 𝐵 ∼ {𝐶,𝐷}, then we think 𝐴 and 𝐵 have very
similar correlation.

Let 𝐼
𝑥
denote the set of nodes which node 𝑥 has ever

interacted with. Let 𝐼
𝑝𝑞

= 𝐼
𝑝
∩ 𝐼
𝑞
denote the common

third-part set which interacts with both users 𝑝 and 𝑞. The
similarity computation is based on user-user matrix 𝑅(𝑛 × 𝑛)

whose element 𝑟
𝑖𝑗
is

𝑟
𝑖𝑗
=
{

{

{

𝜑
𝑛
(𝑖, 𝑗) , if 𝑖 ̸= 𝑗

1, if 𝑖 = 𝑗.

(7)

If no user interaction happened between user nodes 𝑖 and
𝑗, we assume 𝑟

𝑖𝑗
= 0. Then,

𝑅 = (𝑟
𝑖𝑗
)
𝑛×𝑛

=

[
[
[
[
[

[

1 𝑟
12

⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑟
1𝑛

𝑟
21

1 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 𝑟
2𝑛

⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅

𝑟
𝑛1

𝑟
𝑛2

⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 1

]
]
]
]
]

]

. (8)

Each row 𝑖 in 𝑅 denotes evaluation to all other user nodes
from node 𝑖. There are many methods to calculate the simi-
larity between two items, such as cosine similarity, correlation
similarity, and adjusted cosine similarity. Cosine similarity
is a general method to compute the similarity between two
user nodes. However, pure cosine formula cannot distinguish
the subjective difference of evaluation criteria that different
users have for the same object. For instance, for a certain user
𝑥, user 𝑝 evaluated 𝑥 with value 0.9 after a transaction, and
user 𝑞 evaluated it with value 0.6 in another transaction. The
evaluated value is quite different; however, it is probable that
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0.9 and 0.6 both stand for “satisfied” separately in perspective
of 𝑝 and 𝑞, and the difference may only be because user 𝑞
has more strict evaluation criteria. In this situation, ordinary
cosine formula is not appropriate.Thus, we apply the adjusted
cosine formula that is subtracted by average value to compute
the similarity based on matrix 𝑅. That is,

𝑐 sim
𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞)

=

∑
𝑐∈𝐼𝑝𝑞

(𝜑
𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑐) − 𝜑

𝑛
(𝑐)) ⋅ (𝜑

𝑛
(𝑞, 𝑐) − 𝜑

𝑛
(𝑐))

√∑
𝑐∈𝐼𝑝𝑞

(𝜑
𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑐) − 𝜑

𝑛
(𝑐))
2

⋅ √∑
𝑐∈𝐼𝑝𝑞

(𝜑
𝑛
(𝑞, 𝑐) − 𝜑

𝑛
(𝑐))
2

,
(9)

where 𝜑
𝑛
(𝑐) denotes the average evaluation value of node 𝑐 ∈

𝐼
𝑝𝑞
.
In the above similarity equation, three questions need to

be further considered.

(1) Sparse Common Nodes. It is a challenge when |𝐼
𝑝𝑞
| is zero

or very small.This phenomenonmay even result in similarity
beyond computing. Thus, in IDTrust, we assume that simi-
larity should be computed by cosine only when |𝐼

𝑝𝑞
| reaches

threshold 𝜏 (natural number that is larger than 1).

(2) Result Adjusting. Although the range of user evaluation 𝜑

is within [0, 1] in IDTrust, due to inner product of deviation,
the return value of adjusted cosine similarity by (9) is within
[−1, 1], where range [−1, 0] denotes the evaluation vectors
angle of 𝑝 and 𝑞 is between degrees [90, 180] which means
the two vectors are completely irrelevant (orthogonal) or even
opposite.Thus, we assume it is completely dissimilarity in this
case, and the similarity is set to zero when 𝑐 sim

𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞) return

[−1, 0] in IDTrust. As a result, the range of similarity will be
adjusted to [0, 1], which is easier to control.

(3) Default Similarity. At the very beginning (or when sim-
ilarity is beyond computing), we need to initialize a default
similarity. In IDTrust, the default similarity is 0.5.

Hence, (9) is modified to be

sim
𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞)

=

{{{{

{{{{

{

0, if (

𝐼
𝑝𝑞


> 𝜏) ∧ (𝑐 sim

𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞) ∈ [−1, 0))

𝑐 sim
𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞) , elseif (


𝐼
𝑝𝑞


> 𝜏) ∧ (𝑐 sim

𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞) ∈ [0, 1])

0.5, otherwise.

(10)

Also,we assume the similarity of sim
𝑛
(𝑥, 𝑥) = 1, whichmeans

the similarity among nodes is reflexive. Note that similarity
among nodes is symmetrical; that is, sim

𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞) = sim

𝑛
(𝑞, 𝑝).

Therefore, similarity among nodes denotes the compatibility
relationship. It indicates that we can get a similar set in the
whole set by compatibility relationship, which may be a new
way to get complete coverage for similar nodes in the whole
set in our further research. But in IDTrust now we have not
applied this feature.

p q

dT(p, q)

(a) Trust evaluation directly
c

qp
iT(p, q)

dT(c, p)dT(p, c)→ sim(p, c)

(b) Trust evaluation indirectly

Figure 4: Direct/indirect trust computing.

5. Iterative Trust Measurement
Models in IDTrust

Based on the above iterative computing architecture and evi-
dence modeling, we design direct trust model, indirect trust
model, global trust model, and decision trust model for
IDTrust, against malicious behaviors especially collusion
behaviors. Figure 1(c) shows relations between trust evi-
dences and trust measurement models.

5.1. Direct Trust. Direct trust (also called local trust) is based
on the direct transaction experiences between the trustor
and trustee, as Figure 4(a) shows. We define the direct trust-
worthiness of node 𝑝 to node 𝑞 from user evaluation which
is from the direct transaction between the two nodes. Let
dT
𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞) ∈ [0, 1] denote the direct trust of node 𝑝 to node 𝑞.

That is,

dT
𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞) = 𝜑

𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞) . (11)

As you can see, the better the service that node 𝑞provided,
the higher the direct trust degree that node 𝑞 obtains from
node 𝑝.

5.2. Indirect Trustworthiness. To compute indirect trust by
traditional trust models, the trustor needs to aggregate all of
the trustee’s transaction evaluations from recommenders and
then compute or infer indirect trust degree of target node by
those recommenders’ evidences. Figure 4(b) illustrates that
node 𝑝 calculates indirect trust degree of node 𝑞 through
recommender node 𝑐.

As we know, we can obtain the direct trust dT(𝑐, 𝑞) from
recommender node 𝑐 and direct trust dT(𝑝, 𝑐) from 𝑝. Some
related indirect trust models use these two kinds of direct
trust to calculate indirect trust of the target node, such as
dT(𝑝, 𝑐) ∗ dT(𝑐, 𝑞) or other similar forms. However, since
the direct trust is usually based on user evaluation and the
user evaluation is subjective in a certain extent, different users
have different evaluation criteria, just as we discussed in
Section 4.2.4 about similarity of user evaluations above.Thus,
we consider user similarity between nodes 𝑝 and 𝑐 instead
of direct trust of 𝑝 and 𝑐, for the similarity computation in
IDTrust is also based on user evaluation (which is also equiv-
alent to direct trust). Using similarity can also avoid collusion
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Input:
resource key words

P2P lookup in
service providers

Node p

Return:
SP list: qSet

Rank: decTList ↓

For each q in qSet

Calculate

in qSet?

Return:
the first q in decTList

No

Yes

Node q

Service
request

Communicate with
service provider

decTList.add(decT(p, q))
Put decT(p, q) into decTlist:

decT(p, q) = globalTrust(p, q , q)) ∗ �(p

Is q the last one

Figure 5: Trust decision process.

malicious recommenders, since malicious evaluation would
quite differ from the honest evaluation.

Let iT
𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞) ∈ [0, 1] denote indirect trust of node 𝑝 to

node 𝑞, which is calculated by direct trust of recommender
set 𝑐Set to node 𝑞, and use the similarity between node 𝑝 and
𝑐Set as another indirect parameter. That is,
iT
𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞)

=

{{

{{

{

√
∑
𝑐∈𝑐Set sim𝑛 (𝑝, 𝑐) ⋅ dT𝑛 (𝑐, 𝑞)

|𝑐Set|
, if |𝑐Set| > 0

0, otherwise,

(12)

where if recommender nodes set 𝑐Set is empty, the indirect
trust return is zero. In order to read the result clearly, the
above formula amplifies the valuewith square root, since both
similarity and direct trust ranged within [0, 1].

5.3. Global Trust. Now, we define the global trust as the
weighted sum of direct trust and indirect trust, where the
general weight is the decay factor 𝜌:

gT
𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞) = 𝜌 ⋅ (𝜁 ⋅ dT

𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞) + (1 − 𝜁) ⋅ iT

𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞))

+ (1 − 𝜌) ⋅ gT
𝑛−1

(𝑝, 𝑞) .

(13)

Here, 𝜁 ∈ [0, 1] is the weight of the direct trust with
default value 0.5 which could be adjusted by users according
to the requirement.

5.4. Decision Trust. Decision trust is an integrated value built
from iterative global trust and implicit evidence of transac-
tion value, to represent a comprehensive expression for user
nodes’ trust.

Let decT
𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞) = gT

𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞)⋅]

𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞) denote decision trust

which is based on global trust and implicit evidence transac-
tion value. For example, if gT

1010
(1, 3) = 0.65 and transaction

value ]
1010

(1, 3) = 100, we can get decT
1010

(1, 3) = 65

indicating the integrated trust of node 3 is 65 from the
perspective of node 1. As we can see, the gT

𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞) is a global

factor while ]
𝑛
(𝑝, 𝑞) is a relatively local factor; we apply these

two factors to help in decision making.
Hereby, we also design a trust decision algorithm as

shown in Figure 5. In the algorithm process, as a trustor, user
node 𝑝 initiates the trust decision in order to find the most
trustworthy nodes. At the beginning, node 𝑝 inputs resource
keywords to request P2P services, and then P2P network
returns a service provider list (𝑞Set) specifying who can
provide related resource services. Each decision trust (decT)
will be calculated through EC and TD, and all the decision
trust will be ranked in descending order. At last, the node 𝑞
that has the highest decision trust valuewill be recommended
to node 𝑝.

6. Simulations and Analysis

In order to prove the rightness and efficiency of IDTrust, we
design a simulation system based on IDTrust-Arch and our
former work. We will separately verify IDTrust performance
against dynamic individual malicious and collusion mali-
cious environment and verify the iterative computation per-
formance comparing with traditional model.

6.1. Simulation Environment. Firstly, we design a P2P com-
munication architecture as in Figure 6 based on IDTrust-
Arch introduced above. In the system, service provider (SP)
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Figure 6: Communication architecture of simulation system.

is the node that provides services while service requester (SR)
needs the resource services. EC is to collect and integrate the
historic data and obtain evidence vector from P2P system.
TD is to compute the trustworthiness of objective nodes
according to evidence vector provided by EC. The origi-
nal P2P interface IF⟨P2P: SP, SR⟩ manages the communica-
tion between node 𝑥 and node 𝑦. The extended interface
IF⟨TD, SP⟩ manages the communication between SP and
TD. And interface IF⟨EC, SP⟩ manages the communication
between SP and EC.The inner interface IF⟨TD,EC⟩manages
the communication between TD and EC.

We implement the above simulation system based on
MS.NET Framework 4.5 and MS P2P Networking platform
with 𝑐# programming language, thread pool technique, and
distributed communication. In topology, we use simplified
Chord to be the P2P routing algorithm.

We simulate three kinds of P2P nodes similar to [24, 35].

(1) Node of Class A. It is the normal node in P2P system,which
provides normal service and evaluates service almost equal to
simulated resource value.

(2) Node of Class B. It is an individual malicious node that
provides false service andmakes fault evaluation for any other
nodes at random independently.

(3) Node of Class C. It belongs to some malicious team nodes,
providing false service, and evaluates normal nodes with fault
feedback. It should be noted that it overstates teammembers’
services with high score to cheat other nodes out of their
team.

We simulated 1000 nodes and each node has 50∼100
resources abstract and designed 4 kinds of experiment and
almost 1,000,000 simulated transactions happened between
nodes. Table 2 shows the nodes proportion allocation for
different experiments.

Table 3 initializes different parameters’ value. Most of
these parameters will be dynamically changed with the itera-
tive computation going on.

Table 2: Nodes proportion setup in different experiments.

Experiment Parameter Allocation
Experiment 1
IDTrust against individual malicious
behaviors

A node
B node
C node

75%
25%
0%

Experiment 2
IDTrust against collusion malicious
behaviors

A node
B node
C node

75%
0%
25%

Experiment 3
Iterative performance
Experiment 4
Trust decision performance

A node
B node
C node

70%
15%
15%

Table 3: Initialized parameters.

Parameter Initialized
value Description

𝑁 1000 The number of simulated nodes
𝜑
0 0 Initialized value of user evaluation

𝜆
0 0 Initialized value of successful transaction

rate
]
0 0 Initialized value of transaction value
sim
0 0.5 Initialized value of similarity

iT
0 0 Initialized value of indirect trust value

gT
0 0.5 Initialized value of global trust value

𝛼 1 Initialized value of user’s current
evaluation

𝑘 0.01 Decay speed
𝜏 10 Threshold of |𝐼

𝑝𝑞
|

𝜁 0.5
Weight of direct trust which could be
adjusted by users according to
requirement

6.2. Simulation and Analysis

Experiment 1 (IDTrust against individual malicious behav-
iors). The first adversary model for IDTrust is individual
malicious node.We set up almost 25%of individualmalicious
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Global trust trend for nodes from Class A and Class B

a1: honest node from Class A
b1: individual malicious node from Class B
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(a) IDTrust against individual malicious behaviors

Global trust trend for nodes from Class A and Class C

a2: honest node from Class A
c1: collusion malicious node from Class C
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(b) IDTrust against collusion malicious behaviors

Figure 7: Simulation for defending against malicious attacks.
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Figure 8: Iterative computation performance comparing with noniterative computation.

nodes of Class B and 75% of normal nodes. From observation
of IDTrust, global trust value of designed honest node ofClass
A and individualmalicious node of Class B during simulation
experiment, we can get result as shown in Figure 7(a). With
increasing of iterative time, global trust value of observed
individual malicious node decays very fast; in contrast, trust
value of honest node increases all the way. This means that
defense to individual malicious node is effective.

Experiment 2 (IDTrust against collusion malicious behav-
iors). In this experiment, we set up 25% of collusion mali-
cious nodes of Class C and 75% of normal nodes. We want to
see whether IDTrust can defend against collusion mali-
cious behaviors. Figure 7(b) shows results. At the beginning,

IDTrust cannot distinguish and recognize collusion mali-
cious node due to historic set of public transactions. With
iterative calculation increasing, the trust value of collusion
node degraded drastically to almost zero. It indicates the sim-
ilarity in IDTrust workswell and IDTrust is effective to defend
collusion behaviors.

Experiment 3 (performance of iterative calculation). In order
to verify the efficiency of iterative calculation in IDTrust, we
count the computation time cost of decision trust computa-
tion statistically in both iterative andnoniterative calculations
separately. In this experiment, we set up 15% of collusion
malicious nodes, 15% of individual malicious nodes, and 70%
of normal nodes. Figure 8(a) shows the result of noniterative
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Figure 9: Trust decision performance comparisons.

calculation time cost while Figure 8(b) is about iterative
calculation in IDTrust. As we can see from the comparison,
the IDTrust with iterative calculation improves computation
performance greatly, and its time cost is much smaller
than that of noniterative one. The experiment indicates that
architecture of IDTrust is highly efficient.

Nevertheless, this iterative performance still occupied
CPU and memory utilization. During the simulation, the
CPU (Intel Core i7-4980HQ@2.8GHz) utilization is almost
60% and the memory (4G DDR3 RAM) utilization is 73%
or so. But this disadvantage would be helpful for our further
study.

Experiment 4 (performance of trust decision). Finally, in this
paper, we compare performance of trust decision of IDTrust
with EigenTrust [12], MDHTrust [35], NBRTrust [24], and
randommodel with same nodes proportion as Experiment 3.
In this experiment, we count the number of malicious nodes
of Class B and Class C which are selected to be trustees by
normal nodes of Class A. Also, we define rejectRate to denote
to what extent the normal nodes reject services against mali-
cious nodes:

rejectRate = Count of transacted malicious nodes
Count of all transacted nodes

. (14)

Experiment result is shown in Figure 9. As we can see,
IDTrust has rapid convergence to reject transactions with
malicious nodes since it has strict trust decision processes
as described in Section 5.4. The random trust model has
relatively lowest performance for it has no trust decision def-
inition. This experiment indicates that IDTrust is very sensi-
tive to malicious node and has an advantage of recognizing
malicious behavior.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a novel dynamic trust model with
iterative computation for P2P systems, according to dynamics
and fast responding characteristics in large scaled P2P net-
work, named IDTrust.

Firstly, we propose a distributed computing architecture
named IDTrust-Arch to obtain trust evidences and make
trust decision, including three computing modules, EC,
TC, and original P2P module, which are independent but
communicate with each other, to get higher computation
performance.This architecture separates the trust computing
task from P2P system, while traditional trust computing is a
binding service and based on universal set of evidence facts
to obtain global trust degree of a given node.

Secondly, we propose an iterative computation method
to model trust evidence vector and calculate trust in
IDTrust.This design degrades the trust computation cost and
improves the computation performance. Based on the above,
IDTrust is proposed. Trust evidence vector in IDTrust inclu-
des both explicit and implicit trust evidences to improve the
evidence integrity. Direct trust, indirect trust, global trust,
and decision trust are designed in IDTrust based on explicit
transaction evaluation and implicit evidence like transaction
value, successful rate, decay factor, and similarity factor.

Finally, we design a simulation system based on IDTrust-
Arch. Simulations against both individual and collusion
malicious nodes prove that the IDTrust is right and efficient
against the two adversary models. Simulations about iterative
computation and trust decision prove that IDTrust has high
computation performance and more efficient trust decision
performance.
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